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ACTIONS FOR 
RUBY LAKE 

JR/19A 

Code A ~ 60. TST, Surgeon LASRADO i~ ................................................................................................................. -~ 

Code A 

62, TST Dr HAMLIN re his entries in the notes as at P60 &61. Ascertain and clarify 
what has been recorded. Explain were the results that are recorded have been 
generated from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and why? 

63, TST Dr P. GRAHAM SHO 182. Re entries in the notes as at P62. Ascertain and 
clarify what has been recorded. Explain were the results that are recorded have been 
generated from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and why? 

64, TST Dr HAMLIN re his entries in the notes as at P62 &63. Ascertain and clarify 
what has been recorded, Explain were the results that are recorded have been 
generated from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and why? 

65, TST, Dr COALES re his entries in the notes as at P64. Ascertain and clarify what 
has been recorded. Explain were the results that are recorded have been generated 
from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and why? 

66, TST, Dr TRUMBIG? (x-refer P59) re his entries in the notes as at P64&65. 
Ascertain and clarify what has been recorded. Explain were the results that are 
recorded have been generated from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and 
why? 

67, TI author of entry on P65 timed at 1700. Ascertain wh0_._r._e_qu__e.s_t_e_.d_._._F_.B__C_.&___.U_+E’s 
to be taken. Are the results recorded below this entry from [ ............... _�_.£_d_e_..A_ ................ 
Explain these results? 

68, TST Dr HAMLIN re his entries in the notes as at P66 &67. Ascertain and clarify 
what has been recorded. Explain were the results that are recorded have been 
generated from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and why? Were are the 
results of the tests requested recorded? 

69, TI author of entry in notes at P67&68 (DR Coltman?). Ascertain and clarify what 
has been recorded. Explain were the results that are recorded have been generated 
from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and why? 

70, TST Capt Farquarson-Roberts re his entry in the notes at P68. Entry reads "For all 
necessary treatment and resuscitation means" What does this mean and why was it J~\’%~’~ , 
recorded? 
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71, TI author of entry at foot of P68,[ ................. Ei~I-~-,~ .................. i(Poss. Dr Hamlin?) 
Clarify what these results represent? Why is Ur underlined? 

72, TST Dr COLTMAN re his entry in the notes at P69. Ascertain and clarify what is 
recorded. What care plan was put in place? How improved was Lake?          ~ 

73, TI author of entry in notes at P69. Ascertain and clarify what is recorded? 

74, TST Dr COLTMAN re his entry in the notes at P70. Ascertain and clarify what is 
recorded. What care plan was put in place? How improved was Lake? 

75, TI author of entry in note at P71. (House officerl43?) Ascertain and clarify what 
is recorded. What care plan was put in place? 

76, TST, Dr COLTMAN re his entries in the notes as at P71&72. Ascertain and 
clarify what has been recorded. Explain were the results that are recorded have been 
generated from? Ascertain what care plans were put in place and why? How improved 
was Lake? 

77, TST Dr McGarry 140. Re his entry in the notes at P72&73. Ascertain and clarify 
what is recorded. Why was this written? What involvement did he have with the 
patient? 

78, TST Dr LORD, re her entry in the notes as at P73&74 of the notes. Clarify what 
Dr Lord’s involvement with the patient was. Ascertain and clarify what is recorded. 
Why did Dr Lord become involved? Was Dr Lord in charge of Mrs Lake, if so when 
did this responsibility commence? 

79, TST Dr COLTMAN re his entries in the notes as at P74. Ascertain and clarify 
what has been recorded. 

80, TI author of entry in note at P75. (House officerl43?) x-refer A75, Ascertain and .~ \~,~, 

clarify what is recorded. What care plan was put in place?                               , 

81. TST Dr COLTMAN re his entries in the notes as at P76. Ascertain and clarify 
what has been recorded. Clarify how Mrs Lake was when she was transferred to 
GWMH. What medicines was she on? 

82, TST Dr COLTMAN. Obtain an explanation/interpretation of Pages78-86. 

83, TST Dr HAMLIN re the entry’s in the medical notes P126-130 & 174-175. This is 

the prescription charts. Ascertain from Dr Hamlin what the purpose was behind the ~%~ ~ 
p.resc_n’_ption of each of the drugs? Clarify and identify whether any of these drugs are 

............. ............... 
84, TST Dr HAMLIN re the entry in the notes as at P131. Ascertain and clarify the ~ \’~ ~,, 
purpose behindi ...................... ~3~i~-~ ...................... 

Lake85’ TSTat P137-140Dr COLTMAN re an explanation/interpretation of the observation charts for ~\~ ~7 
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86, TST Dr COLTMAN, re an explanation/interpretation of the Daily Fluid Balance 
charts as at P141-154. What do the daily totals mean/represent. What are there    ~ \"5 ~ %"" 

purposes. 

87, TST Dr HAMLIN re an explanation of P155. What does this page represent? 

88, TST Staff Nurse Cpl M. HILLIER regarding entry’s in the notes at P157-160..~ ~/~ ~ , 
What is the purpose of these entries/forms? 

89, TST Staff Nurse Cpl M. HILLIER regarding entry’s in the notes at top of P161. 
Ascertain and clarify what her involvement was with Mrs Lake was. Identify all 
entry’s in the notes made by Hillier. Clarify and explain each one. 

90. TI author of entry middle of P161, middle P162 dated 6/8/98, middle P163, ~f~/,-2- 0 
middle P164. Ascertain & clarify what is recorded. 

91, TI author of entry at P163 dated 7/8/98 1700, P169 dated 14/8/98 (poss. SN 
Lewis?) Ascertain and clarify what is recorded. 

92,TI author of entry bottom of P163, top of 164. Ascertain ,clarify & explain what is 
recorded.                                                          ~ ~%~’~’~ 

93, TI author of entry in notes second entry P164 commences "Attempts made to 
nurse Mrs Lake", foot of same page entry, top of P165 entry dated 9/8/98, foot of 
P165, top and bottom of P167, top of 168. Ascertain and clarify what is recorded. 

94, TI author of entry in notes P165 dated 10/8/98 0630. Ascertain and clarify what is ^t~,~,~ 

recorded. 

95, TI author of entry in notes at P166 dated 11/8/98 1420. Ascertain and clarify what ~ !~,t_’? 
is recorded. 

96, TI author of entry in notes at P167, commencing iiiiiiii~i~i.d.-i~_ii~iiiiiii dated 12/8. 
Ascertain and clarify what is recorded. 

97, TI author of entry in notes P168 commences "Assisted wash given" Ascertain 
and clarify what is recorded 

98 TI author of entry’s in notes at P168 pm 12-13/8/98, P171 18/8/98, ascertain and ~r ~’~O 

clarify what is recorded. 

99, TI author of entry in notes at foot of P169 and two entries on P170, ascertain and 
clarify what is recorded. ~t ~-I / 

100, TI author of entry on P171 of notes dated 17/8/98, ascertain and clarify what is 
recorded. ~ \~’~ ~ 

101, TST Cpl HIILIER re entry’s in the notes from P177-179. Ascertain, clarify 
explain what these forms are. 


